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12Abstract This paper presents a methodology designed to explore the role of context in
13collaborative knowledge construction activity in asynchronous web-based discussion. The
14discussions of two student groups participating in a web-based teacher education course
15were compared. The comparison aimed to highlight the differences and similarities between
16the groups’ knowledge construction activity through studying the thematic structure,
17communicative functions and contextual resources used in their discussions. The results
18indicated that the different backgrounds of the two student groups influenced the way
19context was created and interpreted, and how meanings were negotiated. The differences
20and similarities between the groups’ activity illuminated the situated and mediated nature of
21learning. The possibilities of the methodology used in this study for evaluating
22collaborative knowledge construction in context are also discussed.
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26Introduction

27The socio-cultural approach to learning, building on the Vygotskian framework (1978),
28emphasises the role of social interaction and activity in the process of knowledge
29construction, as well as the mediative role of tools and the historical and cultural settings in
30which the knowledge construction occurs. According to Wertsch (1991), it is not possible to
31study thinking and cognition independently of the social, interpersonal, cultural, and historical
32settings in which they occur. Cognition is a public, social process embedded within a
33historically shaped material world (Goodwin 2000), in the sense that it relies on conceptual
34and material resources and tools that originate in our culture (Bliss and Säljö 1999). To
35understand collaborative learning, we have to study how people appropriate and master the
36tools for thinking and acting that exist in a given culture or society (Wertsch 1991).
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37Collaborative learning in computer-mediated discussion has typically been evaluated by
38analyzing and assessing the cognitive quality of discussion (e.g., Guzdial and Turns 2000;
39Lipponen et al. 2003; Schrire 2006) and its relation to (individual) learning outcomes
40(Fischer et al. 2002). However, interaction that obtains high ratings in terms of the number
41of high-order speech acts reveals little about the process of collaboration, as this kind of
42analysis discards the content and nature of knowledge construction that takes place in
43interaction (Stahl 2002; Crook 1999). Furthermore, the weakness of this cognitively
44oriented learning research is that it reflects more broadly a view where language is isolated
45from its environment and a dichotomy exists between text and context (Goodwin 2000). In
46the study of collaboration, this has meant the separation of collaborative talk from the
47social, material and cultural circumstances in which it is embedded. The research of
48learning has concentrated more on participants’ mental structures than on learning as a
49situated activity (Crook 1999; Stahl 2002; Säljö 1999).
50Therefore, a more detailed, micro-level analysis of the collaborative knowledge
51construction process itself is needed to capture the situational dynamics of collaborative
52activity and its relation to context (Arvaja et al. 2007; Stahl 2006). This article presents a
53methodology designed to explore the contextual nature of collaborative knowledge
54construction in computer-mediated settings. This was done through comparison of the
55web-based discussions conducted by two student groups. Combination of the analysis of
56the thematic structure, communicative functions and contextual resources of the groups’
57discussions was performed to explore the process of collaborative knowledge construction,
58i.e., the nature and content of the discussion produced by the participants and the role of
59context in this activity. The possibilities of the present methodology for evaluating
60collaborative knowledge construction are also discussed.

61Contextual resources as tools of thinking and acting

62Two different types of tools mediate human activity: psychological and physical (Vygotsky
631986). Psychological tools refer to mental tools: resources for thinking and acting that are
64stored in language or discourse (Säljö 1999). The most prominent medium for
65communicating everyday experiences is ordinary talk. However, there are also specialized
66forms of discursive practices for specific settings. For example, in school students learn to
67master psychological tools such as concepts, definitions, and procedures relative to different
68areas like mathematics, history, language etc. (Säljö 1999). Physical tools refer to ‘material’
69tools—computers, telephones, paper and pencil, for example—that people use to
70accomplish different activities. However, physical tools are not entirely distinct from
71psychological tools, because concepts are embodied in physical tools and they make
72physical tools meaningful for people (Bliss and Säljö 1999). In a sense, people store their
73knowledge and experiences in physical (and psychological) tools (Bliss and Säljö 1999).
74According to Vygotsky (1978), the use and meaning of tools are first learned in interaction
75with others at the interpersonal level (externalization), after which they are internalized as
76tools at the intra-level. These internalized tools are used as a resource in all kinds of
77activities. For example, certain concepts are re-externalized in the new act of sense-making,
78as in the case of collaborative knowledge construction, through which new concepts or
79understandings are built (Stahl 2004).
80Understanding collaborative learning requires making sense of the conversation that
81students engage in and the tools that mediate their learning instead of studying the mental
82content of individual minds (Hmelo-Silver 2003). Stahl (2004) describes collaborative
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83knowledge construction as a cyclical process where individual’s tacit understandings—
84related to the phenomena, concepts or material tools available and relevant to understanding
85the topic under discussion—are made explicit, i.e., interpreted in the discourse. According
86to Stahl, building on Polanyi (1966), tacit knowledge refers to knowledge that participants
87possess but may not be able to put into words. Tacit knowledge may include, for example,
88the ability to use certain physical tools or unstated background knowledge about the world,
89about other people and about objects referred to in discussion (Stahl 2004). Thus, in
90Vygotsky’s terms, this tacit knowledge can be seen to be based on existing psychological or
91physical tools that may be used in the process of shared interpretation. In collaborative
92knowledge construction these tacit meanings are made explicit, clarified and negotiated in
93an interpretive process, and a shared understanding of them is created as a result of this
94process (Stahl 2004). As discussion proceeds, this explicitly stated and negotiated shared
95understanding, for example, about some concept, procedure or artefact becomes tacit
96knowledge that can be used as a resource in developing understanding further, so that again
97something tacit is made explicit and in turn becomes a focus of attention. Collaborative
98knowledge about the subject at hand thus develops further and further by negotiating over
99different viewpoints, perspectives and meanings in a continuous interpretive process
100mediated by psychological and physical tools. As a result of this process, new tools are
101built. In their interpretive process the group constructs a new degree of understanding about
102the topic they are discussing. This process of understanding can also be described through
103the concepts of context and object (content of discussion; Valleala 2006). According to
104philosophical hermeneutics, context is a familiar aspect; for example, a previous experience
105(or unconscious pre-understanding), through which the object (content) of discussion can
106be described or understood. Understanding always involves building a new context, thus
107making something previously unknown familiar or, according to Stahl (2004), making
108explicit tacit knowledge, which can then become a context for a new object of discussion
109and its understanding (Valleala 2006). The understanding produced by the group can be
110made explicit by analyzing the network of conceptual relationships constructed by the
111discourse within the group (Stahl 2004).
112Linell’s (1998) notion of contextual resources can be used as a description of the
113possible resources that participants use in the meaning-making process. According to Linell
114(1998), contextual resources refer to aspects of potential contexts that the participants can
115make actual and relevant through their activities in interaction. Linell (1998) defines three
116general categories of contextual resources. The first of these, often called co-text, comprises
117the participants’ previous actions and discourse that is actively used in the “new act of sense
118making” (p. 132). The second type of contextual resources consists of the surrounding
119concrete situation in which the participants act. This includes, for example, other persons,
120objects and artefacts that are present. While the first and the second category deal with the
121immediate contextual resources, the third category deals with contextual resources that are
122mediated and abstract. The third category includes background knowledge, assumptions or
123beliefs about the things talked about in the discourse in question or about other persons
124involved in the discourse. It also includes socio-cultural contexts. These are, for example,
125the abstract situation definition or the frame of “what is going on” in the actual situation as
126well as the specific organizational context with its regulations and hierarchies. Similar to
127Linell’s (1998) notion of the abstract situation definition is Hicks’s (1996) notion of the
128socio-cognitive history of an activity setting. Thus, for example, in the school context
129activities like ‘writing texts,’ ‘doing schoolwork,’ and ‘using computers’ have particular
130meanings for the students, depending on the previous experiences, attitudes and meanings
131they have attached to the activity through extended participation in their relevant (learning)
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132communities (Crook and Light 1999). To study collaborative knowledge construction is to
133make visible the process of meaning-making mediated by tools used as resources. Thus, the
134focus of analysis is on the interpretations participants make in their context.
135According to the above view, learning is always situated and it must be considered in the
136context where it takes place. Thus, collaborative knowledge construction has to be analyzed
137within the context of the group situated within a larger community, where the knowledge is
138distributed in the material and discursive environment in the form of tools, symbol systems,
139social practices and physical spaces (Crook and Light 1999; Goodwin 2000; Stahl 2004).
140Thus, to study collaborative knowledge construction is to study a group’s activity in its
141specific context. However, context is not a predefined or objective environment (Goodwin
1422000; Linell 1998) but only includes those contextual dimensions that are and become
143relevant to the participants in the activity (Linell 1998). Thus, the participants themselves
144produce and create the context through their joint activity (Goodwin and Duranti 1992;
145Linehan and McCarthy 2001; Linell 1998). The context produced involves aspects of the
146physical, social and cognitive environments that the participants perceive, believe, or know
147to be relevant. Only some contextual resources, or tools, of all the potential and available
148resources are made use of or, in Stahl’s (2004) terms, are made explicit, in the production of
149joint meanings (Goodwin 2000; Linell 1998). For example, whenever something is said or
150done, it is added to the pool of resources, but only some of these resources are made use of
151in building new meanings via re-contextualization (Linell 1998). Thus, the relevant
152contexts are constructed through communication, which means that contexts are to some
153extent communicative constructs (Linell 1998).
154This paper presents a methodology designed to explore the role of context in
155collaborative knowledge construction activity in asynchronous web-based discussion. The
156discussions of two student groups participating in a web-based teacher education course
157studying the pedagogy of preschool and primary education were compared. Combination of
158the analysis of the thematic structure, communicative functions and contextual resources of
159the groups’ discussions was performed to explore the similarities and differences in the
160groups’ collaborative knowledge construction activity. The possibilities of the present
161methodology for evaluating collaborative knowledge construction in context are also
162discussed in the paper.

163Materials and methods

164Participants and context

165The subjects of the study consisted of two small groups of teacher education students
166studying the pedagogy of pre-school and primary education in a web-based learning
167environment. Each group consisted of three students, one male and two female. The
168students were set a so called ‘open problem,’ meaning that they had to create and resolve a
169problem relating to the theme “Differentiation in teaching reading.” The students worked in
170a web-based learning environment comprising an asynchronous discussion tool, a tool for
171making text documents, and folders containing course material such as teacher’s lecture
172notes, articles in PDF format, and hyperlinks in web-pages. The students’ task was to
173discuss the problem they had created in an asynchronous discussion forum and finally to
174prepare a lesson plan for teaching reading. The lesson plan was then to be written in a
175document base in the learning environment. The two groups were chosen for detailed
176analysis and comparison from among seven groups engaged on the same basic task because
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177they had created the same problem: “How to differentiate teaching reading in a classroom
178where pupils are on different levels as regards reading ability.”

179Data collection

180This study concentrated on studying the asynchronous web-based discussion that each group
181had. Thus, the data consists of students’ web-based messages. The messages were translated
182from Finnish to English. Also, all the material that was used in the course (lecture notes,
183articles and links) was used in interpreting the students’ knowledge construction activity.

184Data analysis

185The analysis of the students’ shared knowledge construction activity was divided into three
186steps: First, content analysis of the messages was conducted to explore the thematic network
187of the messages: What knowledge or information was handled in each message? How were
188the messages thematically related to each other? Thus, the unit of analysis was the thematic
189meaning unit rather than message, paragraph or sentence as such (Rourke et al. 2001). After
190reading the messages through a number of times, two broader themes were identified in both
191groups’ discussions: “Methods for teaching reading” and “Differentiating activities in
192teaching reading.” Thematic content analysis was also conducted at the utterance level to
193identify specific (sub) themes of discussion within the two broader discussion themes.
194Second, the discussions within these two broader themes were analyzed according to their
195communicative functions. These were adapted from the framework for analyzing language
196functions developed by Kumpulainen and Mutanen (1999). However, these language
197functions were not used as predefined categories, but the specific context of the data was
198taken into account in interpreting the function of communication. Thus, the communicative
199functions were contextual in their nature, depending on the topic of the discussion and the
200interpretations made by the participants involved in these discussions. The functional
201analysis of the web-based messages focused on the purposes for which the language was
202used in the given context. The communicative functions were not identified on the basis of
203their linguistic form as such. Rather, they were identified by their content and form and by
204their effect on and relation to the discourse of which they were part. The analysis of
205communicative functions focused on the nature of the exchanges between the students.
206Thus, the interpretation of communicative function was partly made in relation to the
207preceding message(s)’ thematic content. The function of communication was analyzed
208mainly at the utterance level. However, in some cases several utterances served the same
209function. Similarly, in some cases one utterance served multiple functions. It is important to
210note that, even though the value of social or off-task talk on knowledge construction in the
211CSCL context is well demonstrated (Chen et al. 2005), the analysis of communicative
212functions was limited to sentences where the task content was discussed, and did not
213include, for example, sentences where students were organizing their activities or talking
214about their personal affairs (see, however, Arvaja et al. 2007). The focus of this study was
215limited to students’ content-based knowledge construction activity.
216The analysis of communicative functions was also used, in part, in evaluating the quality
217of the collaborative interaction. According to Mercer (1996), different types of talk
218represent different ways in which the participants in a dialogue engage in the joint
219construction of knowledge. Exploratory talk, which is beneficial for collaborative
220knowledge construction, occurs when the participants engage critically but constructively
221in each other’s ideas. In exploratory talk, statements and suggestions are offered for joint
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222consideration. These are challenged and counter-challenged with justifications and
223alternative hypotheses. Thus, within collaborative discourse it is possible to identify
224different kinds of activities such as elaboration (e.g., van Boxtel et al. 2000) or
225argumentation that are beneficial to learning (e.g., Weinberger and Fischer 2006). From
226the data, eleven broader categories of communicative functions were detected. These are
227presented in Table 1 with descriptions.
228Third, Linell’s (1998) notion of contextual resources was adapted and used as an
229analytical tool in studying what resources students used in negotiating their meanings from
230the knowledge construction point of view. Contextual resources refer to those aspects of the
231potential context that the participants make relevant in the on-going activity. The (potential)
232context(s) provides resources for understanding and interpretation of the topic under
233discussion (Goodwin and Duranti 1992). Relevant contextual resources are those referred or
234oriented to in the discourse (e.g., Buttny 1998). From the data, five broader categories of
235contextual resources were detected. These are described in Table 2.
236Contextual resources were extracted from the web-based messages through students’
237contextual references and the content of the messages, which directly or indirectly reveal
238the ‘source of the resources.’ This means that, for example, in analyzing whether the
239resource used was course material depended whether it was directly referred to as course
240material (“In the article I read...”) or whether the content was identified as course material
241even though not directly referred to as such. However, the source of some other resources—
242e.g. idea or conception—could not be identified as course material, although these
243resources might equally have their roots in such material. Thus, assigning items into the
244different categories may have been in some cases more technical than actual, as resources—
245tools of thinking and acting—“overlap considerably” (Linell 1998, p. 132). It is also
246important to note that in this study “co-text” was used in a narrow sense to represent
247collaborative knowledge construction activity (Table 2). Thus, for example, the judgmental
248and evaluative function of communication was not categorized as co-text, even though
249previous discussion was reflected in those functions. This is because in these functions
250knowledge was not developed further but only acknowledged. As in the case of
251communicative functions contextual resources were analyzed at the utterance level.

t1.1Table 1 Communicative functions in web-based discussion

Communicative function Description t1.2

Interrogative Asking for a piece of opinion, information, suggestion or clarification t1.3
Responsive Answering a question or giving clarification t1.4
Suggestive Giving a suggestion relating to the topic of discussion t1.5
Informative Giving information relating to the topic of discussion. Information refers to

theoretical knowledge
t1.6

Exemplification Giving a concrete example t1.7
Elaborative Developing further a previously offered piece of information, suggestion or

example
t1.8

Justificational Justifying a piece of information, suggestion or example t1.9
Reasoning Reasoning about knowledge t1.10
Evaluative (positive) Giving positive feedback on a previously offered piece of information,

suggestion or example
t1.11

Judgemental (positive) Expressing agreement on a previously offered piece of information, suggestion
or example

t1.12

Summarizing Summarizing a previously offered piece of information, suggestion or example t1.13
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252Results

253The thematic analysis of the discussions in both groups revealed two broader themes:
254“Methods for teaching reading” and “Differentiating activities in teaching reading.” The
255comparison of the two groups as regards the function of communication and contextual
256resources used in discussions within these two themes are presented below (Tables 3 and 4).
257Table 3 presents the frequencies of the function of communication and contextual resources
258within the theme “Methods for teaching reading.”
259First, with respect to the frequency of communicative functions, we see that the amount
260of discussion on the theme ‘Methods for teaching reading’ differed between the two groups.
261Group A discussed the theme more (n=56) than did Group B (n=18). As can be seen from
262Table 3, the interrogative and justificational function of communication was among the
263three most used functions of communication in both groups. However, the two groups
264differed in the way knowledge was shared or constructed. Whereas, Group A students
265mainly elaborated each other’s knowledge further (16%), gave information indicating they
266used theoretical knowledge (12.5 %) or made suggestions (12.5 %), the main function of
267communication in Group B was suggestive (33.5%) or exemplificatory (11%), indicating
268that they suggested ideas without relating these to others’ ideas or used more practical
269knowledge. It is notable that the students in Group B did not elaborate at all. Thus, they
270built their knowledge construction in each other’s thoughts less than those in Group A.
271However, this does not mean that giving examples or suggestions did not relate to the
272overall discussion. It indicates that, whereas for example, elaborate refers to the further
273development of a sub-theme in a discussion and thus directly building it into the content of
274some other message, giving a suggestion relates to the broader theme of a discussion, but it

t2.1Table 2 Contextual resources in web-based discussion

Contextual
resource

Description t2.2

Course material In discourse students refer directly, for example, to lectures, articles or web-based links
which serve as theoretical background material for the course, or the discussion may be
identified as based on the course material. Specific resources are mainly concepts and
their theoretical description or definition (e.g. methods and their features)

t2.3

Own idea In discourse students use their own ideas, which are usually manifested in practical or
concrete suggestions. Specific resources are mainly concepts and their practical
application (e.g. differentiation and its concrete means), which are usually manifested in
action and activity descriptions

t2.4

Own conception In discourse students use their own conceptions of either practical or more abstract issues
or knowledge. Specific resources are students’ interpretations of issues or knowledge
presented by self or other students (e.g. the consequences of a practical suggestion or the
application of theoretical knowledge). In discourse this shows in reasoning and justifying

t2.5

Own experience In discourse students use their own experiences, which are either directly referred to as
such or can be so identified. Specific resources are mainly case descriptions or examples

t2.6

Co-text Co-text refers to the fact that students build their thoughts on other students’ thoughts. In
discourse students directly or indirectly refer to concepts, interpretations, case
descriptions or examples presented by others by developing them further. This shows in
elaborating on, reasoning about or justifying others’ knowledge further and answering
questions. However, co-text can co-occur with other resources. For example, a student
may use information from articles in developing further previous thoughts or ideas

t2.7
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t3.1Table 3 Functions of communication and contextual resources used by two groups on the theme “Methods
for teaching reading”

Group A (%) Group B (%) t3.2

Communicative functions t3.3
Interrogative 16 17 t3.4
Responsive 11 5,5 t3.5
Judgmental (positive) 7 5,5 t3.6
Evaluative (positive) 2 0 t3.7
Suggestive 12,5 33,5 t3.8
Informative 12,5 5,5 t3.9
Exemplification 0 11 t3.10
Elaborative 16 0 t3.11
Justificational 16 22 t3.12
Reasoning 5 0 t3.13
Summarizing 2 0 t3.14
In total 100% (n=56) 100% (n=18) t3.15

Contextual resources t3.16
Course material 31 8 t3.17
Own idea 19 17 t3.18
Own conception 13,5 33 t3.19
Own experience 0 42 t3.20
Co-text 36,5 0 t3.21

In total 100% (n=52) 100% (n=12) t3.22

t4.1Table 4 Functions of communication and contextual resources used by two groups on the theme
“Differentiating in teaching reading”

Group A (%) Group B (%) t4.2

Communicative functions t4.3
Interrogative 23 7,5 t4.4
Responsive 4 1,5 t4.5
Judgmental (positive) 12,5 13,5 t4.6
Evaluative (positive) 2 10,5 t4.7
Suggestive 12,5 16,5 t4.8
Informative 0 1,5 t4.9
Exemplification 0 12,25 t4.10
Elaborative 23 13,5 t4.11
Justificational 12,5 18,25 t4.12
Reasoning 6,5 1,5 t4.13
Summarizing 4 3 t4.14
In total 100% (n=48) 100% (n=66) t4.15

Contextual resources t4.16
Course material 2,5 2 t4.17
Own idea 38,5 20 t4.18
Own conception 20,5 22 t4.19
Own experience 0 32 t4.20
Co-text 38,5 24 t4.21

In total 100% (n=39) 100% (n=50) t4.22
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275is not directly related to any message or its content. Thus, all of the messages in Group B
276were related to the broader theme “Methods for teaching reading.”
277Differences in relatedness of the messages was also detected in the use of contextual
278resources. As can be seen from Table 3, 36.5% of Group A’s contextual resources consisted
279of co-text, meaning that the students developed or reasoned previous knowledge further.
280However, the students in Group B did not develop or reason others’ knowledge further in
281any of the messages. The students in Group A also used course material (31%) as a main
282resource in their discussion. Thus, this group mostly used theoretical knowledge and others’
283thoughts as resources in their knowledge construction activity. However, Group B used
284mostly their own experiences (42%) and conceptions (33%) as main resources within this
285discussion theme.
286The following two examples shed light on the nature of the discussions on the theme
287“Methods for teaching reading” in the two groups and highlight the above-mentioned
288differences. These examples complement the former quantitative comparison between the
289groups by giving a more detailed and contextualized interpretation of the students’ activity
290(Hicks 1996). The analysis is also exemplified by student messages.
291Example 1: Group A’s asynchronous web-based discussion on the theme “methods for
292teaching reading”

Message 8

Re: More about the task [Heading] Otto [Sender] 21.03.2005 [Date]

296Hi!
297I read a few articles and searched for information on the net. I thought particularly
298about learning to read from dyslexics’ point of view. Dyslexics have the greatest
299difficulties in learning grammar. However, some dyslexic pupils have very dominant
300creative, visual and wholeness perceiving brain half. I was wondering whether we can
301use this information somehow in our favour?
302Dyslexic pupils also often lack concentration and their attention is easily disturbed.
303Probably one way to dealing with that issue would be for the teacher to create as
304peaceful a situation as possible for learning reading. Long sentences are difficult for
305them. Therefore it would be better to start with sentences containing only a few words
306and then as their skills develop increase the number of words.
307It would be probably useful for dyslexics, as for others as well, to use many
308learning channels: listening, seeing, talking and doing. One could visualize sentences
309for example by drawing.
310[...]*
311—Otto—

312[Theme (Function of communication; Contextual resource): Shares information about
313features relating to dyslexic pupil’s learning to read (Informative; Course material) Asks
314other’s opinion (Interrogative) Shares information about problems dyslexic pupils have in
315working (Informative; Course material) Offers means to take into account the difficulties in
316teaching a dyslexic pupil (Suggestive, Reasoning; Own idea), Shares information about
317difficulties dyslexic pupils have in working (Informative; Course material) Offers means to
318take these difficulties into account in teaching dyslexic pupils (Suggestive, Reasoning; Own
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319idea) Shares information about means to support learning of dyslexic pupils (Informative,
320Suggestive; Course material, Own idea)]

321*= excluded discussion

Message 11 

Thoughts Alisa 22.03.2005

325Like Otto and Iina [in message 7] said, for dyslexic children and probably for the
326others as well it would be beneficial to use multiple teaching and learning methods.
327The KPL method * (=listen, speak, read—the whole word method) that was handled
328in the lectures could be a partly useful method to use together with some other
329method. In this method one uses picture and word cards. And also the LPP method*
330could be good in my opinion because those children who have difficulties in learning
331to read could participate fully in the discussion phase and dictation phase without
332feeling inferior. Could we still use as a foundation the KÄTS method*? In this method
333one uses all the senses and the learning process proceeds slowly, which gives the
334teacher a good opportunity to follow the development of each pupil. This is very
335important in the classroom where there are large differences between the pupils.

336*KPL=kuuntelen, puhun, luen -kokosanamenetelmä (in English = listen, speak, read
337—the whole word method)
338*LPP=lukemaan puheen perusteella (in English = Learning to read based on talk)
339*KÄTS=kirjain, äänne, tavu, sana (in English = letter, speech sound, syllable, word)

340[Agrees with Otto and Iina in using different means to teach dyslexic pupils
341(Judgemental). Shares information on KPL method (Informative, Suggestive; Course
342material, Co-text). Gives information and justifies the use of method LPP (Suggestive,
343Informative, Justificational; Course material, Own conception, Co-text). Asks others’
344opinions about using one particular method (KÄTS) (Suggestive, Interrogative). Gives
345information and justifies the use of KÄTS (Informative, Justificational; Course material,
346Own conception, Co-text).]

Message 12

Re: Thoughts Iina 22.03.2005

351Those suggestions for methods sound good. We could use the LPP method at least for
352shared teaching, because the pupils don’t need to be able to read at all. This would
353practise that visual perception and the perception of wholeness, which is important for
354everyone no matter what phase of reading they are in. And this method allows the
355pupils themselves to produce text, which is a good way to motivate them.
356The KÄTS method we could use as a foundation as you said. And for the weaker
357readers it is probably a very important method for learning to read and for the
358perception of letters and speech sounds.
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359I don’t recall much about the KPL method, but would it somehow suit this lesson
360plan?
361[...]

362[Comments on proposals for methods (Evaluative). Elaborates on and justifies the use of
363the LPP method (misinterpretation, talks about the features of KPL) (Elaborative,
364Justificational; Co-text, Course material). Elaborates on and justifies the use of the LPP
365method (Elaborative, Justificational; Co-text, Course material, Own conception), Answers
366question about the use of KÄTS (Responsive). Justifies the use of KÄTS (Justificational,
367Elaborative; Co-text, Own conception, Course material). Asks about the KPL method
368(Interrogative).]

Message 20

Hello Alisa 24.03.2005

373It’s very difficult to decide what to do with those who have difficulties. It is anyway
374the case that these children have difficulties in many different areas... I cannot offer
375any method, the only thing that comes into my mind is that the teacher supports every
376child and tries to help them forward. Was it the case that the KÄTS method was
377initially developed for children who have difficulties in reading, or is my memory at
378fault? If it is so, could we apply KÄTS in this group as well?

379[Agrees with others about deciding the methods for the dyslexic group (Judgemental).
380Reasons about the features of dyslexic children (Reasoning; Co-text, Own conception).
381Answers question about method (Responsive; Co-text, Own idea). Asks for clarification on
382the KÄTS method (Interrogative, Elaborative; Course material, Co-text). Suggests using the
383KÄTS method (Suggestive; Own idea).]

Message 21

Re: Hello Iina 24.03.2005

388Yeah, it was the case that KÄTS was initially for those who had difficulties in
389reading...if I remember correctly. Let’s start with that method, I can’t figure out
390anything else. And KÄTS is a method that deals with these letters and speech sounds
391and their perception, which I think is important for those with dyslexia.
392-iina-

393[Gives clarification about the KÄTS method (Responsive; Co-text, Course material).
394Agrees on using the KÄTS method (Judgemental). Justifies the selection of the method
395(Justificational; Course material, Own conception)].
396In Example 1, the thematic analysis and analysis of communicative functions reveal
397what the students in Group A were discussing the theme “Methods for teaching reading”
398and how. First, Otto gives information on the specific features of dyslexic children and how
399these should be taken into account in teaching (Message 8). Finally, he concludes it would
400be useful for dyslexic children to be taught through multiple channels. Alisa agrees with
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401Otto and Iina about using different methods for teaching reading (Iina’s message is not
402included in the example) and gives information about the features of different methods
403(Message 10). She also justifies the use of different methods. At the end she suggests one
404method that they could use for the lesson plan. In her message, (Message 12) Iina agrees
405with Alisa’s suggestions and elaborates the theme further by justifying the use of particular
406methods. Hence, communicative functions and contextual resources reveal that, first, Otto
407and Alisa seek to build the foundation for discussion by giving information based on course
408material. Iina then starts to elaborate further on this information on the basis of others’
409statements (co-text) and course material. The communicative functions justifying and
410reasoning in turn reveal that the students are not just providing information, but they are
411offering well-grounded knowledge.
412The above example shows that in Group A the theme “Methods for teaching reading” is
413handled rather thoroughly. The students describe different methods and give justifications
414why these methods should/or should not be used. The students build on each other’s
415messages by evaluating what the others have said and elaborate on the theme further by
416offering more knowledge about the different methods. However, the students also ask for
417clarifications from other students, as where Alisa and Iina are wondering what method
418would be best for students who have difficulties (messages 20 and 21). Thus, the situation
419is at the same time a problem-solving situation for them.
420Contextual resources serve as a tool to conceptualize what elements students make use
421of in building their knowledge while at the same time contextualizing their activity. As
422pointed out earlier, students use each other’s knowledge or information to build on their
423knowledge. It is this that is referred to as “co-text.” Students also use course material; that
424is, lectures given by the teacher or the material offered on the internet (links to articles, for
425example). As can be deducted from the discursive features of the students’ messages, the
426students have no prior experience of using these methods. For example, in Message 20,
427Alisa asks “Was it the case that KÄTS method was initially developed for children who
428have difficulties in reading, or is my memory at fault?” and Iina gives the clarification
429“Yeah, it was the case that KÄTS was initially for those who had difficulties in reading...if I
430remember correctly.” indicating their inexperience and reliance on course material as
431regards the methods. Thus, in this context of activity they need each other’s ideas and
432thoughts (e.g., theoretical or practical concepts and interpretations) as resources in their
433knowledge construction and in obtaining support for their own concepts and interpretations
434based on the course material, which they use as another resource for reasoning.
435Example 2: Group B’s asynchronous web-based discussion on the theme “methods for
436teaching reading”

Message 8

Re: About the task Jaana 19.03.2005

439[...]
440I myself have used the KÄTS method, but I noticed that if you have dyslexia, you
441have to slide the letters close together and then it almost changed the old a–u au t–o to
442auto [car in Finnish]... So after reading tests and after one sees how each pupil is
443progressing one should adapt these different methods individually.
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444[...]

445[Gives example of using KÄTS in dyslexic children (Exemplification; Own experience),
446Gives suggestion on using different methods (Suggestive; Own experience)]

Message 13

Re: About the task Jaana 23.03.2005

451[...]

452—pictures and objects as a support for dyslexics. In this way one “catches” the subject
453before reading.1

454—developing linguistic awareness in every lesson, not just in reading. This way the
455child learns the language “unobserved”.2

456—finger alphabets are good support for dyslexics. Especially if one doesn’t remember
457letters; through them one can remember. I used them with one dyslexic child and he
458learned the letters.3

459—in the article there were help questions, anticipation of and discussion about the
460text, which can also motivate poor readers to read and at least to participate.4

461[...]

462[1Suggests and justifies means to help dyslexics learn to read (Suggestive,
463Justificational; Own idea, Own conception) 2Suggests and justifies means to help
464dyslexics learn to read (Suggestive, Justificational; Own idea, Own conception),
4653Suggests, justifies and gives example of means to help dyslexics learn to read
466(Suggestive, Justificational; Exemplification; Own conception, Own experience),
4674Suggests and justifies means to help dyslexics learn to read (Informative, Justificational;
468Course material, Own conception)]

Message 15

Action plan….? Mari 23.03.2005

472[...]
473I suppose we should decide whether we teach reading ‘in our class’ with analytic
474or synthetic methods...
475[...]

[Asks for suggestion about the method (Interrogative; Course material)]
477

Message 17

About the document Jaana 23.03.2005
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481Hi!
482[...]
483I don’t properly know any other method than KÄTS, but I don’t mind what method
484we select for this class...
485Happy Easter, Jaana

486[Suggests KÄTS as a method (Suggestive; Own experience).]

Message 20

Inquiry Mari 29.03.2005

490Hi Jaana and Jussi,
491I added something to our story, but I was wondering whether we should put in
492some concrete details about KÄTS, that is to say how we are teaching/ differentiating
493dysphasic and dyslexic pupils?
494Mari

495[Asks and suggests what they should write about the KÄTS method (Suggestive,
496Interrogative; Own idea)]

Message 21

Re: Inquiry Jaana 29.03.2005

500[...]
501I put down something about KÄTS, that is, some ordinary thing, how one
502teaches...

503[Answers about the writing of KÄTS (Responsive)]
504In these few messages where the theme “Methods for teaching reading” is handled, the
505students in Group B are not actually discussing more than one method - KÄTS. However,
506the method itself is not jointly discussed nor is its selection justified from the pupils’ point
507of view. The selection is justified because at least one of them, Jaana, is familiar with it and
508has used it in her teaching (Messages 8, 17). In Messages 8 and 13, Jaana gives examples
509and suggests means of helping dyslexic children learn to read. She also justifies those
510means. In the remaining messages, the two students are wondering what method should
511they select (Messages 15, 17), with Mari indirectly accepting Jaana’s suggestion (Messages
5128, 17). Finally, they inform the others what they have written in their shared document
513(Messages 20, 21). Thus, as compared to Group A, the (practical) information they add into
514the document about the method is not jointly discussed or reasoned about in the forum.
515In this group, all three students had teaching experience. This is immediately evident in
516the above example where Jaana refers to her own teaching experience (Messages, 8, 13,
51717). Thus, it seems that the students heavily rely on their own background knowledge and
518teaching experience as a resource for doing the task in hand. In coping with this particular
519theme the students perhaps feel that there is no need for collaborative reasoning on the
520subject, because they already share a common view of it. Therefore, the task itself is not
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521actually a problem-solving task for them as it is for Group A, who do not know any of the
522methods from experience. Thus, they use and accept their experience as legitimate
523knowledge in the situation.
524In the theme “Methods for teaching reading” the function of communication as regards
525both of the groups seems cumulative in its nature (Mercer 1996). This means that in the
526students’ communication there are no disagreements, no argumentation or counter
527argumentation, which would indicate the presence of cognitive conflict in the discussion.
528Thus, the subject is discussed quite uncritically and the discussion is built on agreement.
529However, the nature of the activity in Group A can be called collaborative knowledge
530construction, because the students are actually constructing the knowledge together, even
531though it is done in a mutually supportive, uncritical way. However, Group’s B activity is
532like knowledge sharing, as the knowledge itself is less constructed or reasoned about
533together than shared, mainly by one person, Jaana. Thus, knowledge in Group B is not built
534on the members’ contributions.
535In the next Table 4, the frequency of the functions of communication and the contextual
536resources used in the other broader theme of discussion “Differentiating activities in
537teaching reading” are presented.
538Under the theme “Differentiating activities in teaching reading” Group B’s discussion
539was slightly longer (Table 4). In the discussion in Group A, the function of communication
540was mostly interrogative (23%), elaborative (23%) suggestive (12.5%), justificational
541(12.5%) and judgmental (12.5%). The students in Group B were also mostly justifying
542(18.25%), suggesting (16.5%), elaborating (13.5%) and agreeing (judgmental) (13.5%).
543Although the discussion in the two groups was rather similar as regards the main functions
544of communication, the students in Group A elaborated—that is, build their knowledge on
545others’ knowledge—more than the students in Group B. The biggest difference between the
546groups was that the students in Group A asked more questions (23%) than the students in
547Group B (7.5%), and the students in Group B gave examples (12.25%), but the students in
548Group A did not.
549At first glance it would seem that in this discussion theme the groups’ communication
550was rather similar as the four most frequently used functions of communication were the
551same. However, the comparison of contextual resources reveals that the resources the
552groups used in their discussions differed. Again, the students in Group B relied mostly on
553their own experience (32%), whereas the students in Group A did not (0%). During this
554discussion theme neither of the groups used course material in their knowledge construction
555(2.5% / 2%). They both used previous discussion as one of their main resources, although
556Group A (38.5%) had more co-text than Group B (24%). Group A (38.5%) also used their
557own ideas more than Group B (20%). Overall, the discussion in both groups showed a
558practical orientation with the students relying either on their own ideas (Group A) or on
559their own experiences (Group B) as their main resources. The next two examples illustrate
560the nature of the discussion under the theme “Differentiating activities in teaching reading”
561in the two groups.
562Example 3: Group A’s asynchronous web-based discussion on the theme “differentiating
563activities in teaching reading”

More about the task… Iina 20.03.2005

Message 7
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567...
568Would it be good idea to divide the pupils into “ability groups” and for every group
569think of what method to start with? Could we have, for example, a school assistant in
570our classroom (could be) so differentiating the pupils would be easier?
571We still need to think how often we should have these kinds of “ability groups”, I
572suppose not every lesson, I suppose we should have some joint teaching as well...
573[...]
574—iina—

576[Suggests dividing students into ability groups (Suggestive, Interrogative; Own idea). Sug-
577gests and justifies the use of a school assistant (Suggestive, Justificational, Interrogative; Own
578idea). Reasons about frequency of teaching in ability groups (Reasoning; Own conception).

Message 8

Re: More about the task Otto 21.03.2005

583[...]
584As Iina said, it isn’t necessary to differentiate the pupils in every lesson. It is
585probably good for the dyslexic as well to be with “normal” learners. Those who can
586already read could read in small groups and those who are still trying to acquire the
587ability to read would listen and would see the others act. This way all could participate
588on their own level. I believe it also motivates the more skilful pupils. Otherwise they
589escape the teacher’s attention.
590[...]

592[Agrees about the frequency of differentiating pupils (Judgemental). Justifies the issue
593(Justificational; Own conception, Co-text). Gives idea how to unite ability groups
594(Elaborative; Own idea, Co-text). Justifies the issue (Justificational; Own conception).]

Thoughts Alisa 22.03.2005

Message 11

[...]

600—School assistant available.
601—Ability groups in teaching every now and then. How will ability group activity
602work so that there is no negative attention (bullying, envy) because of the different
603activities the groups are doing?

604[Summarizes previous ideas (Summarizing). Asks for clarification about the use of
605ability groups (Interrogative; Co-text).]
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606—Differentiating pupils will succeed in that when, for example, there is reading as
607homework the more advanced pupils will read a longer section and the weaker a
608shorter section. Each according to their own level. It would be good if the teacher
609monitored this, for example, with the help of some kind of reading diary. The section
610to be read will be read aloud to a parent (mother, father, granny etc.) and the parent
611write down what is read and when. This will not work of course until everyone can
612read. If we start from the beginning, then something else.

613[Gives ideas on how to differentiate homework (Elaborative; Co-text, Own idea). Gives
614idea how to control homework (Suggestive; Own idea). Reasons about the suitability of
615differentiation (Reasoning; Own conception).]

616—Dyslexic children and those who have difficulties in perceiving text and letters will
617attend a special teacher, I guess. It also occurred to my mind that if a teacher gives
618remedial instruction to a weaker pupil, one could in advance go through the section
619etc. to be handled together in the next lesson, already in the remedial session. In this
620way the weaker pupils could experience feelings of success, as they don’t always have
621to be the slowest ones.

622[Gives idea about teaching dyslexic pupils; special teacher (Elaborative; Co-text, Own
623idea). Gives idea about remedial instruction for weaker pupils (Elaborative; Co-text, Own
624idea). Justifies the idea (Justificational; Own conception).]

Re: Thoughts Iina 22.03.2005

Message 12

629[...]
630As such ability groups could be a success because in our classroom there would be
631several children for every group, thus no one would have to be alone.
632That homework thing is good and it can be put in our lessonplan that after every lesson
633we’ll give every group some homework according to their ability. For the weaker readers
634it could be simply rehearsing some speech sounds and reading them to their parents. Then
635write home acknowledgement in the homework-diary, that way it becomes controlled.
636The better readers can, for example, draw a picture of what they read.
637The weaker readers will probably go to remedial instruction.
638[...]

639[Gives clarification about the use of ability groups (Responsive; Co-text). Agrees about
640giving homework based on ability (Judgemental). Gives idea on homework for weaker
641readers (Elaborative; Co-text, Own idea). Agrees about the use of diary (Judgemental).
642Gives idea on homework for advanced readers (Elaborative; Co-text, Own idea). Agrees
643about remedial instruction for weaker pupils (Judgemental).]

Message 15

Re: hi! Iina 23.03.2005
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648[...]
649How about the other groups? Could an assistant cope with those who have “learned
650normally”, if the teacher begins the task first? Then the teacher could take the dyslexic
651pupils herself and work with them?
652I have no experience of this kind of teaching, so it’s hard to say if this works or not...

653[Asks for a suggestion and gives idea how to teach different ability groups
654(Interrogative, Elaborative; Co-text, Own idea).]

Re: hi! Otto 24.03.2005

Message 16

659I definitely support the idea of an assistant being with the group learning normally and
660those advanced work individually, of course getting some guidance occasionally. The
661teacher’s professional expertise would then be used with those who have difficulties.
662[...]
663Now I cannot think of else, because I don’t have much experience, but I’ll be back...

664[Agrees with Iina’s idea and elaborates on the teaching of advanced pupils and justifies it
665(Judgemental, Elaborative, Justificational; Co-text, Own conception).]
666In all the above messages, the students are wondering how they should differentiate the
667teaching to fit pupils’ abilities. Iina first suggests dividing the pupils into ability groups
668(Message 7). After that, the students start to negotiate on how the pupils should be taught
669in those groups. Iina suggests using a school assistant (Message 7) and Alisa agrees
670(Message 11). Iina and Otto specify this later in elaboration on the idea of using an
671assistant with those who have “learned normally” (Messages 15 and 16). Alisa elaborates
672further on differentiation by suggesting the use of a special teacher for dyslexic and
673remedial instruction for weaker pupils (Message 11). Iina agrees about remedial instruction
674(Message 12). Finally Otto elaborates on the suggestion that the advanced could cope
675individually (Message 16). In the messages, the students mostly elaborate others’ ideas and
676justify their own and others’ suggestions. They also ask for confirmation of their ideas
677(Interrogative; Messages 7, 11, 15). The frequent occurrence of the judgemental function
678of communication reveals that communication is based on agreement (Messages 8, 12 and
67916). They build their discussion mostly on each other’s (co-text) and their own ideas.
680Another sub-theme under differentiation concerns homework. In messages 11 and 12 Alisa
681and Iina elaborate on this theme as regards two ability groups: advanced and weaker. Iina
682also agrees (Message 12) on how to supervise homework according to Alisa’s idea
683(Message 11).
684Again, this episode from the discussion demonstrates the students’ lack of experience.
685This is directly shown in two messages where Iina and Otto refer to their inexperience: “I
686have no experience...” (Message 15), “...I don’t have much experience...” (Message 16).
687Some discursive features of their communication also indicate their uncertainty: “I
688suppose” (Message 7), “It is probably”, “I believe” (Message 8), “I guess” (Message 11),
689“probably” (Message 12). The high frequency and also the nature of questions—mostly
690requests for confirmation of one’s suggestion—supports, in part, this uncertainty. Thus,
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691Group A’s discussion is the talk of ‘an inexperienced student–teacher,’ as it was during the
692discussion of the other theme.
693Example 4: Group B’s asynchronous web-based discussion on the theme “Differenti-
694ating activities in teaching reading”

Message 5

About the task Jaana 16.03.2005

697[...]
698I think every first grader should have and could learn reading from their own level,
699thus we should at first organize reading groups according to level. And then teaching
700for these groups according to their level.

701[Justifies and suggests teaching in different groups (Justificational, Suggestive; Own
702conception; Own idea).]

Re: About the task Mari 16.03.2005

Message 6

706The reading groups Jaana suggested are a good idea! The teacher makes small sub
707groups from pupils at the same level, also puts dyslexic pupils in a group of course,
708although (in my experience) they probably get special teaching for reading. If there is
709an assistant in the classroom the situation becomes easier from before. Teacher
710collects/makes appropriate material besides the primer and in this way differentiates
711children at different levels. It is good to keep the bar a little bit “too” high to keep up
712the pupils’ motivation. For example, a couple of reading lessons a week would be a
713good amount for these kinds of small groups.
714You can also differentiate pupils according to remedial instruction, but I have
715noticed that with the existing time frames it is impossible as the only way, as you can
716only give remedial teaching for an hour or two in months.

717[Agrees with Jaana’s suggestion (Judgmental). Elaborates on differentiating teaching:
718groups, special teacher, assistant (Elaborative; Co-text, Own experience). Elaborates by
719suggesting concrete way to differentiate: material (Elaborative; Co-text, Own experience).
720Suggests and justifies the ‘standard’ for teaching (Suggestive, Justificational; Own
721conception). Gives suggestion about the amount of time to be spent teaching small groups
722(Suggestive; Own idea). Elaborates on differentiation by suggesting remedial instruction
723and gives an example from practical experience (Elaborative, Exemplification; Co-text,
724Own experience).]

Message 7

Re: About the task Jussi 19.03.2005
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728Yeah, those reading groups are a very good thing. A school assistant could be given
729(that is if we have one) a big role with some reading group. Gladly with those reading
730fluently, so the teacher could help those who have difficulties. This kind of lesson
731could be done one or two times a week, so that at other times the teacher could see the
732others as well. On the other hand could a group of fluent readers be autonomous even
733so that pupils would guide each others? I don’t know if first-graders are too young for
734this kind of teaching, but one could give it a try.

735[Comments on reading groups (Evaluative). Suggests how to use an assistant in
736teaching, justifies (Elaborative, Justificational; Co-text, Own conception). Agrees on
737(repeats) the frequency of groups, justifies (Judgmental; Justificational; Own idea). Reasons
738about and asks opinion on group of fluent readers (Interrogative, Reasoning; Co-text, Own
739conception).]

Message 8

Re: About the task Jaana 19.03.2005

744Yeah, I also think that a reading group of the best readers could work quite quickly
745autonomously. I have practical experience of that and it went well! First-graders are
746small, but happy when they are given responsibility. This way they do things that are
747jointly agreed well autonomously. There is no need to “bunk off” yet.
748[...]
749With these challenging pupils we also have to get parents to join the reading bee at
750once. That is, one must abide by the joint rules. I have noticed that one good way is to
751have a book for reading homework, which the parents sign, when it is well read. This
752way one reads at home as well. Unfortunately parents are often too soft-hearted to
753demand that the child wrestling with difficulties does his homework well...

754[Agrees with and answers Jussi’s reasoning (Judgmental, Responsive; Co-text). Justifies
755the issue (Justificational; Own experience). Elaborates on the teaching of challenging pupils
756by suggesting co-operation with parents (Elaborative; Own idea, Co-text) Gives example of
757how to monitor homework (Exemplification; Own experience). Justifies and gives example
758from practice (Justificational, Exemplification; Own experience).]

Message 10

Re: About the task Mari 20.03.2005

763[...]
764Yet it came into my mind about the learning environment, that it should also
765advance differentiated teaching that is, in the classroom there should be a lot of
766children’s books at hand (different levels, some syllabified with big letters, some with
767more demanding text) and, for example, a reading corner. When I was a teacher with
768first-second graders I had such a reading corner in my classroom, and it was used a lot.
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769Every day I read a shared book aloud to the pupils for about 10 minutes and then
770pupils wrote, draw etc. from it...The books that were read in the reading corner, were
771marked as “railway coaches”, which were connected as an out-of-the-world long and
772cool “reading train” on the classroom wall :). That is every student made the own
773coach every time they read a book or a Donald Duck, for example... The second
774graders became enthusiastic about using the reading corner also for reading aloud to
775the first graders and pre-schoolers, and it was a huge success.
776[...]

777[Suggests how learning environment enhances differentiation (Elaborative; Co-text,
778Own experience). Gives example of reading corner (Exemplification; Own experience).
779Gives example of reading train (Exemplification; Own experience). Gives example of how
780students used the corner by themselves (Exemplification; Own experience).]

Message 11

Re: About the task Jussi 22.03.2005

785The reading train sounds really good. An alternative could be a reading tree that could
786grow for a longer time. That is, on the wall the trunk of a tree from cardboard/paper
787and then after reading a book one could add a leaf with the name of the book, writer
788and reader. In this way there would be some teaching of writing as well...

789[Comments on reading train (Evaluative). Elaborates by giving alternative idea
790(Elaborative; Co-text, Own idea). Justifies the issue (Justificational; Own conception).]
791Group B’s discussion proceeded similarly to that in Group A. The students justified,
792suggested, elaborated and gave examples of the same topics: how to differentiate groups
793and their teaching in the classroom. In the Message 5 Jaana suggests using reading groups
794according to the pupils’ level. Mari accepts this and elaborates on the idea further by adding
795special teaching for dyslexic pupils, and the use of an assistant and remedial instruction
796(Message 6). Jussi elaborates on the use of an assistant with those reading fluently, and
797finally reasons that fluent readers could guide each other (Message 7). In Message 8, Jaana
798agrees that fluent readers can cope autonomously and justifies this by reference to her own
799experience. Jaana also elaborates on the teaching of challenging pupils by co-operating with
800parents and again gives an example from her own experience (Message 7). In the example
801the students also discuss how the learning environment could enhance differentiation. In
802Messages 10 and 11 Mari and Jussi discuss offering books on different levels and give
803concrete examples of activities centering around them. Differentiation with the help of
804teaching material is also mentioned earlier by Mari in Message 6.
805This example illustrates the students’ reliance on their own experiences as their main
806resources in discussing the theme. They elaborate on, give examples, and justify issues on
807the basis of their experience (Messages 6, 8 and 10). Thus, their teaching experiences are
808relevant (context) for shared understanding of the object under discussion (Linell 1998).
809Thus, again, the students bring ‘the teacher’ into the discussion. When we compare the two
810groups, we can see this difference in their discourse. Where Group A students discuss
811“ability” groups—using quotation marks to indicate that they don’t know the ‘official’
812term—Group B students discuss ‘reading groups’ in a professional-like manner. In addition,
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813Group A students categorize the groups of pupils into dyslexic/weaker, normal and
814advanced, whereas Group B mainly discusses challenging (dyslexic) pupils and fluent
815readers, thus again using more professional terms.
816However, the fact that both student groups discuss the same means to differentiate
817teaching reading—groups, assistants, remedial instruction and special teachers—demon-
818strate that all the students share, at least on some level, common knowledge about these
819school practices, whether acquired through their own teaching experience, own experience
820as a pupil, or formal teacher education manifested in their own practical conceptualizations
821(ideas) or interpretations (conceptions) in the situation. Altogether, no matter with what
822specific resources, they deploy shared cultural background knowledge in their knowledge
823construction activity, even though the two groups differ in the ‘level’ of this cultural
824knowledge. This clearly demonstrates the mediated nature of learning. Discussion in this
825second theme in both groups is again cumulative in nature (Mercer 1996). The knowledge
826both shared (no co-text) and constructed (co-text) is based on sharing perspectives, which
827can be partly explained by the shared cultural knowledge mentioned above. Especially for
828‘the teacher’ group their commonly shared wide-ranging knowledge about familiar school
829practices does not leave much space or need for negotiation.
830It is important to pay attention to one more resource that in fact frames all the
831discussions above (Examples 1–4). The task itself is a contextual frame that gives meaning
832and shape to the students’ discussion. Thus, the contextual resource that the students
833implicitly (or explicitly) refer to throughout the discussion is a lesson plan. “Discussing the
834content of the lesson plan” is a kind of ‘activity frame’ that structures the students’ working.
835In fact, the students seem to share a common understanding about what is (and thus, what
836should be in) a lesson plan, and this shows in the content and the features of the discussion.
837The discussion as a whole mostly takes a practical orientation and knowledge is built
838through the deployment of practical knowledge resources in the form of action descriptions,
839interpretations, case descriptions and examples. Discussion is also future oriented. In almost
840every message the students discuss something ‘possible’ or ‘to be’: “Could an assistant
841cope with those who have “learned normally”, if the teacher begins the task first? Then the
842teacher could take the dyslexic pupils herself and work with them?” Altogether, a large part
843of the discussion is characterized as ‘planning talk’ as opposed, for example, to ‘academic
844talk.’ This may explain why the students’ knowledge construction activity has more of the
845features of ‘cumulative talk’ than ‘exploratory talk’ (see Mercer 1996).

846Discussion

847The aim of this study was to demonstrate and discuss a methodology designed to explore
848the contextual nature of collaborative knowledge construction in web-based discussion.
849Two groups participating in a web-based teacher education course studying the pedagogy of
850preschool and primary education were compared with regard to the thematic structure,
851communicative functions and contextual resources of their discussions to highlight the
852similarities and differences in their collaborative activity.
853The analysis of communicative functions allowed interpretations to be made about the
854quality of the discussions in the two groups (Mercer 1996; Weinberger and Fischer 2006).
855The results demonstrated that students in both groups were mostly engaged in asking
856questions and presenting justifications and suggestions. In Group A, the discussions also
857included elaborations. Asking questions and elaboration are both discourse activities that
858have been found beneficial to learning (e.g., van Boxtel et al. 2000). However, in both
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859groups, the lack of communicative functions such as argumentation and counter
860argumentation indicate that the groups did not engage in critical evaluation of the
861knowledge discussed (Mercer 1996). The analysis of communicative functions as such
862makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the collaborative knowledge construction
863process or the reasons for the differences in the groups’ knowledge construction, because it
864reveals little about the students’ efforts to attain shared meaning or understanding (Crook
8651999). However, in the CSCL area this research tradition is common. Many of the studies
866investigating collaboration in computer-mediated discussions have concentrated on
867evaluating the quality of collaboration on the basis of the quality of individual messages
868or speech acts (e.g., Lipponen et al. 2003). It is only recently that the focus has shifted more
869towards analyzing what goes on between the participants in computer-mediated discussions
870(e.g., Puntambekar 2006).
871Connecting the analysis of communicative functions and contextual resources made it
872possible to obtain a fuller picture of the process of collaborative knowledge construction
873because it allowed interpretations to be made about the conceptual or material resources the
874students used in building their discussions and about the nature of those discussions. Thus,
875the analyses complemented one another. Although the elaborative function of communi-
876cation indicated that students developed previously offered knowledge further, the concept
877of co-text additionally indicated whether some other functions, such as asking and
878answering questions, justifications or reasoning were built on each other’s ideas or
879thoughts, thereby developing the group’s reasoning further, or whether it was more a case
880of the students sharing knowledge (no co-text) and following their individual paths of
881reasoning. Contextual resources also indicated whether the knowledge discussed was based
882on practical or theoretical knowledge; that is, on experiences, ideas, or course material. The
883results showed that the students in Group A used more co-text and course material in their
884discussion than the students in Group B, whereas the students in Group B used more
885experiences in their discussion than the students in Group A. Altogether, the combination of
886analyses was able to illuminate the situated and mediated nature of learning (Wertsch 1991).
887The students’ knowledge construction activity was grounded in the immediate context in
888the sense that meaning negotiation was shaped by the moment-by-moment interpretation of
889others’ messages. However, the students’ activity was also grounded in mediated contexts
890in the sense that knowledge construction and sharing were based on prior experience and
891background knowledge that were brought into the discussion. This is in line with Linell
892(1998, p. 132), who states that “Contexts anchor discursive events both in social and
893physical space [...] and in cultural history.”
894Quantifying the data based on the analyses enabled comparison of the similarities and
895differences between the two groups in their discussions. Thus it served as a valuable tool to
896obtain first-hand knowledge about the nature of discussions and knowledge construction in
897these groups. However, only a detailed qualitative analysis of the groups’ discussions and
898thick descriptions (Hicks 1996) of the relations between the specific thematic content,
899communicative functions and contextual resources as well as the students’ discursive
900activity made it possible to understand the reasons behind these similarities and differences.
901The qualitative analysis illuminated how the student groups actually interpreted the task in
902hand and which potential resources were realized as relevant and why (/not), and thus
903provided contextualized interpretations of why certain activities occurred. The results
904indicated that whereas the Group A students were ‘novices’ as regards both discussion
905themes, and therefore needed each other (co-text) and the course material in their problem-
906solving activity, the Group B students, as ‘experts’ with respect to the discussion themes,
907relied mostly on their own experiences in sharing knowledge. Group B also used this
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908expertise to legitimize their ‘not sharing and using’ course material in their discussion.
909Thus, it seemed that the different backgrounds of the students influenced the way context
910was created and interpreted, and how meanings were negotiated.
911The results of this study, based on a relatively open learning task, indicate that the
912educational value of the students’ discussion was not very high. The students mostly
913cumulatively shared or constructed knowledge from the same perspectives. Valuable
914exploratory talk (Mercer 1996) based on different perspectives and points of view, and on
915critically evaluating them and reasoning about them together was absent from the
916discussions. In order to support and enhance collaboration between participants, increasing
917attention has been recently paid to the pedagogical structuring of students collaborative
918activities, for example, through scripts (Dillenbourg 2002; Weinberger et al. 2005).
919However, there seems to be disagreement about what needs to be structured in students’
920activity (Stahl 2006); that is, about whether one should interfere with students’ detailed
921interaction (e.g., Weinberger et al. 2005) or be more flexible (Dillenbourg and Tchounikine
9222007) and reflexive to the different needs of individuals and groups. In scripting
923collaborative interactions there is the danger of providing too much or too little guidance
924(e.g., Dillenbourg 2002; Hämäläinen et al. 2006). The results of the contextual perspective
925presented in this study indicate that in designing collaborative tasks and activities we have
926to take into account the unique context of students’ activity. This also means paying more
927attention to the participants’ perspectives, as thoughts, conceptions and beliefs are always
928reflections of individual backgrounds and life histories. The analysis presented in this study
929is a useful tool in testing the ‘success’ of designed pedagogical solutions and in revealing
930the critical junctures during activity because “analysis of [...] small groups engaging in
931situated problem solving can reveal how people actually make use of available resources
932and where they get stuck trying to follow [...] scripts [...]” (Stahl 2006, p. 6). The critical
933junctures with respect to the present task was its unresponsiveness to the different needs of
934the groups. Whereas the task was a problem-solving task for the Group A, the students in
935Group B faced no challenges as such and merely reproduced their commonly shared status
936quo. Therefore, the future research needs to better take into account the different resource
937needs of individuals’ and groups’ in supporting students’ collaborative learning.
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